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1.

DESCRIPTION

“Phishing” or “Web Spoofing” attacks make use of fraudulent websites to trick you into providing
confidential or personal information such as account usernames, credit card details, passwords, and
Identity (ID) numbers. This is called “Phishing” because attackers are essentially “fishing” for your
personal information with the attempt to lure you into providing it.
A phishing attempt usually starts with an email urging you to click on an attachment or weblink to
confirm details about one of your online accounts. These emails often appear to originate from popular
online institutions or someone you may know. When you click on the link, you are directed to a page
where you are asked for information. Phishers may then utilise the personal information you have
provided on the page to steal your money.
There are different types of phishing methods used by attackers to meet different kinds of targets.
The following are some of the more tailored phishing examples:
a) Spear Phishing
Spear phishing is an email or electronic communication scam targeted towards a specific individual in
an organisation, such as a System Administrator. Although often intended to steal data for malicious
purposes, cyber criminals may also intend to install malware on a targeted user’s computer. This
is usually achieved by sending an email to the target as though it came from a trustworthy source.
The email then leads the unknowing recipient to a bogus website infected with malware.
b) Whaling
This type of phishing is tailored for the senior management members of an institution or organisation.
This is usually achieved via email, bogus sites, and other social engineering tactics. The goal is to
get the target to provide critical confidential information, such as the company tax ID, bank account
information, etc.
c) Vishing
This type of attack differs from the ones mentioned earlier, which are executed using emails. Vishing
employs voice calls to trick the target into providing personal information. The target will receive
a call from someone pretending to be from an IT helpdesk, reception, or an external institution
requiring account information or other critical confidential information to help. This phishing attack is
not just for corporate executives but rather for anyone who can fall victim to this attack.
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2.

STORY TIME

In 2016, A Belgian bank became the victim of phishing. An email account of an executive became
compromised. After that, the attackers using the compromised account instructed employees to deposit
large sums of money to a bank account controlled by the attackers. In total, the bank lost $75,8 million
(approximately R1 billion). This was discovered during an internal audit. Fortunately, even though the
money was never recovered, the bank could absorb and recover from the incident due to financial
reserves built in advance (Helpnetsecurity, January 2016).
In 2014, an American drug laboratory was robbed through Business Email Compromise (BEC). Over
three weeks, the attackers emailed the company accounts payable coordinator, pretending to be the
CEO and a company lawyer. They instructed an employee to make nine wire transfers which totalled
over $50 million (R717 680 000). The company was able to reverse one transfer, and in total, it claims
that it lost $39 million plus interest (R559 790 400 plus interest) (Fox 9, February 2016).
In January 2010, Bankinfosecurity.com published an article concerning vishing attacks were targeting
some cities in the United States. The attackers employed Caller ID Spoofing; this technique allowed the
attackers to call the targets while having their caller IDs show that they are from a financial institution.
The attackers would call and inform the target that their credit or debit cards have been suspended, and
to lift the suspension, the targets needed to provide their card numbers and perform some activities.
With the information provided and activities performed, the attackers would then withdraw money from
the target’s account (Bankinfosecurity.com 2010).
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3.

HOW TO SPOT PHISHING ATTACKS

Phishers heavily rely on human error. They will do the best they can to appeal and exploit your fear of
being robbed and the trust you automatically have for bank officials and law enforcement. The most
recognisable tactics that these attackers employ are email attachments, links, and pop-up adverts.
They will do everything they can to get you to take the bait. Always exercise caution when opening
email attachments from untrusted sources and even trusted ones. It has been proven that it is more
likely for attackers to hijack the accounts of a trusted source. Every user on the Internet should have
antivirus/antimalware installed on their devices to scan attachments before they are opened.
Another proven method used to compromise machines is utilising malicious URLs to lure an unsuspecting
target into clicking on them. Unbeknown to the target, by clicking on the URL, malware is automatically
installed on the machine. To prevent this, users should never click on links from unknown sources. It
is advised that before a link is opened, the user is to hover the cursor over it. By doing this, a short
description and the true link will appear on the screen, indicating whether it is genuine or something
else. However, to be safe, never click on links from untrusted sources.
One thing that users do not even think of checking is the email headers and the email sender’s
information. Attackers do what is called email spoofing, where they change the “from” field
to one that the user will be comfortable with. It is advised that users always utilise the dropdown menu under the “To” field to discover where the email came from. If an email is from your
supervisor instructing you to transfer money or goods, always call and confirm before actioning.
Here are a few things to keep in mind before interacting with an email:
•

Legitimate emails from reputable sources will very seldom contain spelling errors.

•

Most reputable companies will contain your name in their message sent to you.

•

Validate the sender’s name and email address—example:
“ Company Support <support@company-vpn.co.za>” (spoofed account).

•

Be cautious of emails trying to get you to make a rushed decision.

•

Hovering over the link reveals the domains actual directory.

•

Take precaution when the email requests personal information, like credit card details or
account passwords.

One of the tricks that are doing rounds is that of vishing. Although it is sometimes hard to catch the
attackers in their snare, the best ways to combat this is never to accept deals, transfer money, or
provide confidential information over the phone. Always make it a point to book an appointment with
your banker to discuss important matters. One example of an application that may identify spam callers
is “Truecaller”. This application identifies the number as potential spam even before you answer a call.
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4.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU FALL VICTIM

•

Change your passwords immediately.

•

Inform your bank or financial service provider of the incident.

•

Report the incident to your IT department.

•

Report the incident to the SAPS.

•

Report the incident to Alert Africa for cybercrime investigations. (https://alertafrica.com/report/)
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